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ADDDEER DREADED DREAD, to fear greatly [v] 

ADDDEER READDED READD, to add again [v] 

 

ADDDELS DADDLES DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

ADDDELS SADDLED SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

 

ADDDELW DAWDLED DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

ADDDELW WADDLED WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

 

ADDEEHR ADHERED ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADDEEHR REDHEAD person with red hair [n -S] 

 

ADDEEIR DEAIRED DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

ADDEEIR READIED READY, to make ready [v] 

 

ADDEELP PEDALED PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

ADDEELP PLEADED PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

 

ADDEEMN AMENDED AMEND, to improve (to make better) [v] 

ADDEEMN DEADMEN DEADMAN, anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n] 

 

ADDEGLN DANGLED DANGLE, to hang loosely [v] 

ADDEGLN GLADDEN to make glad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADDEILL DALLIED DALLY, to waste time [v] 

ADDEILL DIALLED DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk [v] 

 

ADDEINR DANDIER DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

ADDEINR DRAINED DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

 

ADDEIOT IODATED IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

ADDEIOT TOADIED TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

 

ADDEMNS DEMANDS DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

ADDEMNS MADDENS MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

 

ADDENSS DESANDS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

ADDENSS SADDENS SADDEN, to make sad [v] 

 

ADDENTU DAUNTED DAUNT, to intimidate [v] 

ADDENTU UNDATED not dated (to determine or record date of) [adj] 

 

ADDERST ADDREST ADDRESS, to speak to [v] 

ADDERST RADDEST RAD, very appealing or good [adj] 

 

ADDERSW SWARDED SWARD, to cover with turf [v] 

ADDERSW WADDERS WADDER, one that wads (to form into wad (small mass of soft material)) [n] 
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ADDHISS SADDISH somewhat sad [adj] 

ADDHISS SIDDHAS SIDDHA, one who has attained perfection in Hinduism [n] 

 

ADEEGLN ANGELED ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

ADEEGLN GLEANED GLEAN, to gather little by little [v] 

 

ADEEGLR LAGERED LAGER, to laager (to form defensive encampment) [v] 

ADEEGLR REGALED REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

 

ADEEGLT GELATED GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

ADEEGLT LEGATED LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

 

ADEEGNT AGENTED AGENT, to act as representative for [v] 

ADEEGNT NEGATED NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

 

ADEEGRS DRAGEES DRAGEE, sugarcoated candy [n] 

ADEEGRS GREASED GREASE, to smear with grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

 

ADEEGRW RAGWEED weedy herb [n -S] 

ADEEGRW WAGERED WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

 

ADEEHRR ADHERER one that adheres (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S] 

ADEEHRR REHEARD REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

 

ADEEHRT EARTHED EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

ADEEHRT HEARTED HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

 

ADEEILM EMAILED EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

ADEEILM LIMEADE beverage (liquid for drinking) [n -S] 

 

ADEEILN ALIENED ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ADEEILN DELAINE wool fabric [n -S] 

 

ADEEIRS DEARIES DEARIE, deary (darling (much-loved person)) [n] / DEARY [n] 

ADEEIRS READIES READY, to make ready [v] 

 

ADEEISS DISEASE to make unhealthy [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ADEEISS SEASIDE seashore (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

 

ADEEKNR KNEADER one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n -S] 

ADEEKNR NAKEDER NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

 

ADEEKRW REWAKED REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

ADEEKRW WREAKED WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

 

ADEELNP DEPLANE to get off airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ADEELNP PANELED PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 
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ADEELPT PETALED PETAL, leaflike part of corolla [adj] 

ADEELPT PLEATED PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

 

ADEEMNS DEMEANS DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

ADEEMNS SEEDMAN seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n -MEN] 

 

ADEENPS SNEAPED SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

ADEENPS SPEANED SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

 

ADEEPRS RESPADE to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ADEEPRS SPEARED SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

 

ADEERRT RETREAD to furnish with new tread [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

ADEERRT TREADER one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n -S] 

 

ADEERSV ADVERSE acting in opposition [adj] 

ADEERSV EVADERS EVADER, one that evades (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

 

ADEERSW DRAWEES DRAWEE, person on whom bill of exchange is drawn [n] 

ADEERSW RESAWED RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

 

ADEFINT DEFIANT showing defiance (bold opposition) [adj] 

ADEFINT FAINTED FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

 

ADEFLTU DEFAULT to fail to do something required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEFLTU FAULTED FAULT, to criticize [v] 

 

ADEFORY FEODARY vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n -RIES] 

ADEFORY FORAYED FORAY, to raid (to make sudden assault on) [v] 

 

ADEFRRT DRAFTER one that drafts (to conscript for military service) [n -S] 

ADEFRRT REDRAFT to make revised copy of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEGGLR DRAGGLE to make wet and dirty [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ADEGGLR GARGLED GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

 

ADEGGLS DAGGLES DAGGLE, to drag in mud [v] 

ADEGGLS SLAGGED SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

 

ADEGGST GADGETS GADGET, mechanical device [n] 

ADEGGST STAGGED STAG, to attend social function without female companion [v] 

 

ADEGILR GLADIER GLADY, having glades (open space in forest) [adj] 

ADEGILR GLAIRED GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v] 

 

ADEGINV DEAVING DEAVE, to deafen (to make deaf) [v] 

ADEGINV EVADING EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [v] 
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ADEGLNR DANGLER one that dangles (to hang loosely) [n -S] 

ADEGLNR GNARLED GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

 

ADEGNOW GOWANED GOWAN, daisy (flowering plant) [adj] 

ADEGNOW WAGONED WAGON, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [v] 

 

ADEGNRR GNARRED GNAR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] / GNARR [v] 

ADEGNRR GRANDER GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

 

ADEGNRT DRAGNET net for trawling [n -S] 

ADEGNRT GRANTED GRANT, to bestow upon [v] 

 

ADEGNST DANGEST DANG, damn [adj] 

ADEGNST STANGED STANG, to sting (to prick painfully) [v] 

 

ADEGORW DOWAGER dignified elderly woman [n -S] 

ADEGORW WORDAGE number of words used [n -S] 

 

ADEGOSS DOSAGES DOSAGE, amount of medicine to be given [n] 

ADEGOSS SEADOGS SEADOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

 

ADEGPRS GRASPED GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v] 

ADEGPRS SPARGED SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

 

ADEGRRS GRADERS GRADER, one that grades (to arrange in steps or degrees) [n] 

ADEGRRS REGARDS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

 

ADEGRSU DESUGAR to remove sugar from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEGRSU SUGARED SUGAR, to cover with sugar (sweet carbohydrate) [v] 

 

ADEGRTY GYRATED GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v] 

ADEGRTY TRAGEDY disastrous event [n -DIES] 

 

ADEHINP HEADPIN bowling pin [n -S] 

ADEHINP PINHEAD head of pin [n -S] 

 

ADEHIPS APHIDES APHIS, aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n] 

ADEHIPS DIPHASE having two phases [adj] 

 

ADEHIRR HARDIER HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

ADEHIRR HARRIED HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

 

ADEHIRY HAYRIDE wagon ride [n -S] 

ADEHIRY HYDRIAE HYDRIA, water jar [n] 

 

ADEHLLO HALLOED HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

ADEHLLO HOLLAED HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 
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ADEHLNS HANDLES HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

ADEHLNS HANDSEL to give gift to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING,  -S] 

 

ADEHLSS HASSLED HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

ADEHLSS SLASHED SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

 

ADEHNRS HANDERS HANDER, one that hands (to present with hand (end of forearm)) [n] 

ADEHNRS HARDENS HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

 

ADEHPRS PHRASED PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

ADEHPRS SHARPED SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

 

ADEHPST HEPTADS HEPTAD, group of seven [n] 

ADEHPST SPATHED SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

 

ADEHRSS DASHERS DASHER, one that dashes (to strike violently) [n] 

ADEHRSS SHADERS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n] 

 

ADEHRTW THRAWED THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

ADEHRTW WRATHED WRATH, to make wrathful [v] 

 

ADEHRTY HYDRATE to combine with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADEHRTY THREADY resembling thread [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

 

ADEIIMN AMIDINE type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ADEIIMN DIAMINE chemical compound [n -S] 

 

ADEILLS DALLIES DALLY, to waste time [v] 

ADEILLS SALLIED SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v] 

 

ADEILMP IMPALED IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

ADEILMP IMPLEAD to sue in court of law [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEILNN ANNELID any of phylum of segmented worms [n -S] 

ADEILNN LINDANE insecticide [n -S] 

 

ADEILNS DENIALS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

ADEILNS SNAILED SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

 

ADEILNU ALIUNDE from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

ADEILNU UNIDEAL not ideal [adj] 

 

ADEILPR LIPREAD to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker  [n & v LIPREAD  -ING, -S] 

ADEILPR PREDIAL praedial (pertaining to land) [adj] 

 

ADEILPT PLAITED PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

ADEILPT TALIPED person afflicted with clubfoot [n -S] 
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ADEILST DETAILS DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

ADEILST DILATES DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

 

ADEILSU AUDILES AUDILE, one whose mental imagery is chiefly auditory [n] 

ADEILSU DUALISE to dualize (to make twofold) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ADEIMNO AMIDONE chemical compound [n -S] 

ADEIMNO DOMAINE vineyard in Burgundy [n -S] 

 

ADEIMRR ADMIRER one that admires (to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval) [n -S] 

ADEIMRR MARRIED one who has entered into marriage [n -S] / MARRY, to enter into marriage [v] 

 

ADEIMST DIASTEM interruption in deposition of sediment [n -S] 

ADEIMST MISDATE to date (to determine or record date of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ADEINRR DRAINER one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

ADEINRR RANDIER RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

 

ADEINRU UNAIRED not aired (to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth)) [adj] 

ADEINRU URANIDE uranium (radioactive element) [n -S] 

 

ADEINRV INVADER one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

ADEINRV RAVINED RAVIN, to raven (to eat in ravenous manner) [v] 

 

ADEIORS RADIOES RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

ADEIORS ROADIES ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

 

ADEIORV AVODIRE African tree [n -S] 

ADEIORV AVOIDER one that avoids (to keep away from) [n -S] 

 

ADEIOST IODATES IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

ADEIOST TOADIES TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

 

ADEIPRR PARRIED PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

ADEIPRR RAPIDER RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

 

ADEIRRT TARDIER TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

ADEIRRT TARRIED TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

 

ADEISSV ADVISES ADVISE, to give advice to [v] 

ADEISSV DISSAVE to use savings for current expenses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

 

ADEISTV DATIVES DATIVE, grammatical case [n] 

ADEISTV VISTAED VISTA, distant view [adj] 

 

ADEISTW DAWTIES DAWTIE, dautie (small pet) [n] 

ADEISTW WAISTED WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips [adj] 
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ADEISWY SIDEWAY sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

ADEISWY WAYSIDE side of road [n -S] 

 

ADEKRST DARKEST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

ADEKRST STRAKED STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [adj] 

 

ADELLSU ALLUDES ALLUDE, to make indirect reference [v] 

ADELLSU ALUDELS ALUDEL, pear-shaped vessel [n] 

 

ADELMPS PSALMED PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

ADELMPS SAMPLED SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

 

ADELMSU ALMUDES ALMUDE, almud (Spanish unit of capacity) [n] 

ADELMSU MEDUSAL MEDUSA, jellyfish [adj] 

 

ADELNRU LAUNDER to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADELNRU LURDANE lurdan (lazy or stupid person) [n -S] 

 

ADELNST DENTALS DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

ADELNST SLANTED SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

 

ADELNSU UNLADES UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

ADELNSU UNLEADS UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

 

ADELOPS DEPOSAL act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S] 

ADELOPS PEDALOS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

 

ADELORT DELATOR one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

ADELORT LEOTARD close-fitting garment [n -S] 

 

ADELOSS ALDOSES ALDOSE, type of sugar [n] 

ADELOSS LASSOED LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

 

ADELOTT TOADLET small toad [n -S] 

ADELOTT TOTALED TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

 

ADELPPS DAPPLES DAPPLE, to mark with spots [v] 

ADELPPS SLAPPED SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

 

ADELPST SPALTED denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] 

ADELPST STAPLED STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

 

ADELSTU AULDEST AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

ADELSTU SALUTED SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

 

ADEMMRS DAMMERS DAMMER, dammar (hard resin) [n] 

ADEMMRS SMARMED SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 
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ADEMNNU MUNDANE ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adj] 

ADEMNNU UNNAMED not named (to give title to) [adj] 

 

ADEMNOW ADWOMEN ADWOMAN, woman employed in advertising business [n] 

ADEMNOW WOMANED WOMAN, to provide with staff of women [v] 

 

ADEMNRS DAMNERS DAMNER, one that damns (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n] 

ADEMNRS REMANDS REMAND, to send back [v] 

 

ADEMNRY DRAYMEN DRAYMAN, one who drives dray [n] 

ADEMNRY YARDMEN YARDMAN, man employed to do outdoor work [n] 

 

ADEMNSS DESMANS DESMAN, aquatic mammal [n] 

ADEMNSS MADNESS state of being mad (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

 

ADEMNST DAMNEST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

ADEMNST TANDEMS TANDEM, bicycle built for two [n] 

 

ADEMNTU UNMATED not mated (to join as mates (partners in union)) [adj] 

ADEMNTU UNTAMED not tamed (to make tame) [adj] 

 

ADEMOSY SAMOYED any of Siberian breed of medium-sized white or cream-colored sled dogs [n -S] 

ADEMOSY SOMEDAY at some future time [adv] 

 

ADEMPST DAMPEST DAMP, moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

ADEMPST STAMPED STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

 

ADEMSSU ASSUMED ASSUME, to take on [v] 

ADEMSSU MEDUSAS MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

 

ADENNOY ANNOYED ANNOY, to be troublesome to [v] 

ADENNOY ANODYNE medicine that relieves pain [n -S] 

 

ADENORR ADORNER one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

ADENORR READORN to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADENPPS APPENDS APPEND, to add as supplement [v] 

ADENPPS SNAPPED SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

 

ADENPRW PRAWNED PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

ADENPRW PREDAWN time just before dawn [n -S] 

 

ADENPST PEDANTS PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [n] 

ADENPST PENTADS PENTAD, group of five [n] 

 

ADENPSX EXPANDS EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

ADENPSX SPANDEX synthetic elastic fiber [n -ES] 
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ADENRRS DARNERS DARNER, one that darns (to mend with interlacing stitches) [n] 

ADENRRS ERRANDS ERRAND, short trip made for particular purpose [n] 

 

ADENRST DARNEST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

ADENRST STANDER one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

 

ADENRSU ASUNDER into pieces [adv] 

ADENRSU DANSEUR male ballet dancer [n -S] 

 

ADENRSW WANDERS WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

ADENRSW WARDENS WARDEN, chief officer of prison [n] 

 

ADEOPRT ADOPTER one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

ADEOPRT READOPT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEORRS ADORERS ADORER, one that adores (to love deeply) [n] 

ADEORRS DROSERA sundew (marsh plant) [n -S] 

 

ADEORST ROASTED ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

ADEORST TORSADE twisted cord [n -S] 

 

ADEORSV OVERSAD excessively sad [adj] 

ADEORSV SAVORED SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

 

ADEPRRS DRAPERS DRAPER, dealer in cloth [n] 

ADEPRRS SPARRED SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v] 

 

ADEPRSS SPADERS SPADER, one that spades (to take up with spade (digging implement)) [n] 

ADEPRSS SPREADS SPREAD, to open or expand over larger area [v] 

 

ADEPRST DEPARTS DEPART, to go away [v] 

ADEPRST PETARDS PETARD, explosive device [n] 

 

ADEPRTU UPDATER one that updates (to bring up to date) [n -S] 

ADEPRTU UPRATED UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

 

ADERSTT STARTED START, to set out [v] 

ADERSTT TETRADS TETRAD, group of four [n] 

 

ADERSTV ADVERTS ADVERT, to call attention [v] 

ADERSTV STARVED STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

 

ADERSTW STEWARD to manage (to control or direct) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADERSTW STRAWED STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

 

ADFFHNO HANDOFF play in football [n -S] 

ADFFHNO OFFHAND without preparation [adv] 
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ADFORRW FORWARD being at point in advance [adj -ER, -EST] / to help onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADFORRW FROWARD disobedient [adj] 

 

ADGGINR GRADING GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees [v] 

ADGGINR NIGGARD to act stingily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADGHINS DASHING DASH, to strike violently [v] 

ADGHINS SHADING protection against light or heat [n -S] / SHADE, to screen from light or heat [v] 

 

ADGHNOS HAGDONS HAGDON, seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n] 

ADGHNOS SANDHOG worker who digs or works in sand [n -S] 

 

ADGIILN DIALING measurement of time by sundials [n -S] / DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk [v] 

ADGIILN GLIADIN simple protein [n -S] 

 

ADGILNR DARLING much-loved person [n -S] 

ADGILNR LARDING LARD, to coat with lard (melted fat of hogs) [v] 

 

ADGILNS LADINGS LADING, cargo; freight [n] 

ADGILNS LIGANDS LIGAND, type of ion or molecule [n] 

 

ADGILNU LANGUID lacking in vigor or vitality [adj] 

ADGILNU LAUDING LAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

 

ADGINRS DARINGS DARING, bravery (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

ADGINRS GRADINS GRADIN, gradine (one of series of steps) [n] 

 

ADGINRT DARTING DART, to move suddenly or swiftly [v] 

ADGINRT TRADING action of exchanging commodities [n -S] / TRADE, to give in exchange for another commodity [v] 

 

ADGINRW DRAWING portrayal in lines of form or figure [n -S] / DRAW, to move by pulling [v] 

ADGINRW WARDING WARD, to turn aside [v] 

 

ADGINRY DRAYING DRAY, to transport by dray (low, strong cart) [v] 

ADGINRY YARDING YARD, to put in yard (tract of ground adjacent to building) [v] 

 

ADGLNOO DONGOLA type of leather [n -S] 

ADGLNOO GONDOLA long, narrow boat [n -S] 

 

ADGNOOR DRAGOON to harass by use of troops [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADGNOOR GADROON to decorate with bands of fluted or reeded molding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADHILSY LADYISH somewhat ladylike [adj] 

ADHILSY SHADILY in shady (shaded) manner [adv] 

 

ADHIMPS DAMPISH somewhat damp [adj] 

ADHIMPS PHASMID tropical insect [n -S] 
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ADHIMRS DIRHAMS DIRHAM, monetary unit of Morocco [n] 

ADHIMRS MIDRASH early Jewish interpretation of biblical text [n -IM, -OT, -OTH] 

 

ADIIMNS AMIDINS AMIDIN, soluble matter of starch [n] 

ADIIMNS DIAMINS DIAMIN, diamine (chemical compound) [n] 

 

ADILMNR MANDRIL mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n -S] 

ADILMNR RIMLAND outlying area [n -S] 

 

ADILPRY PYRALID long-legged moth [n -S] 

ADILPRY RAPIDLY RAPID, fast-moving [adv] 

 

ADILSTU DUALIST adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

ADILSTU TULADIS TULADI, freshwater fish [n] 

 

ADIMNOS DAIMONS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

ADIMNOS DOMAINS DOMAIN, area of control [n] 

 

ADIMOST DIATOMS DIATOM, any of class of algae [n] 

ADIMOST MASTOID rear portion of temporal bone [n -S] 

 

ADINNOP DIPNOAN lungfish (type of fish) [n -S] 

ADINNOP NONPAID not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

 

ADINOPR PADRONI PADRONE, master or boss [n] 

ADINOPR PONIARD to stab with dagger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADINPST PANDITS PANDIT, wise or learned man in India [n] 

ADINPST SANDPIT pit dug in sandy soil [n -S] 

 

ADKORWY DAYWORK work done on daily basis [n -S] 

ADKORWY WORKDAY day on which work is done [n -S] 

 

ADLMNOS ALMONDS ALMOND, edible nut of small tree [n] 

ADLMNOS DOLMANS DOLMAN, Turkish robe [n] 

 

ADLMOOR LORDOMA lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n -S] 

ADLMOOR MALODOR offensive odor [n -S] 

 

ADLNORS LADRONS LADRON, ladrone (thief (one that steals (steal))) [n] 

ADLNORS LARDONS LARDON, thin slice of bacon or pork [n] 

 

ADLNOSS SOLANDS SOLAND, solan (gannet (large seabird)) [n] 

ADLNOSS SOLDANS SOLDAN, Muslim ruler [n] 

 

ADLNOST DALTONS DALTON, unit of atomic mass [n] 

ADLNOST SANDLOT vacant lot [n -S] 
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ADMNOOR DOORMAN door attendant of building [n -MEN] 

ADMNOOR MADRONO madrona (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

 

ADMNORS RANDOMS RANDOM, haphazard course [n] 

ADMNORS RODSMAN rodman (surveyor's assistant) [n -MEN] 

 

ADMNORT DORMANT lying asleep [adj] 

ADMNORT MORDANT to treat with caustic substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADMORST STARDOM status of preeminent performer [n -S] 

ADMORST TSARDOM czardom (domain of czar) [n -S] 

 

ADMRSTU DURMAST European oak [n -S] 

ADMRSTU MUSTARD pungent seasoning [n -S] 

 

ADNRSUW SUNWARD toward sun [adv] 

ADNRSUW UNDRAWS UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

 

ADORTUW OUTDRAW to attract larger audience than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

ADORTUW OUTWARD toward outside [adv] 

 

AEEFHRT FEATHER to cover with feathers (horny structures that form principal covering of birds) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEFHRT TEREFAH tref (unfit for use according to Jewish law) [adj] 

 

AEEFILR FILAREE European weed [n -S] 

AEEFILR LEAFIER LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

 

AEEFIRS FAERIES FAERIE, fairy (imaginary supernatural being) [n] / FAERY [n] 

AEEFIRS FREESIA African herb [n -S] 

 

AEEFLLT FELLATE to perform fellatio [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEFLLT LEAFLET to distribute printed sheets of paper [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

 

AEEFMNR ENFRAME to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

AEEFMNR FREEMAN one who is free [n -MEN] 

 

AEEFRST AFREETS AFREET, evil spirit in Arabic mythology [n] 

AEEFRST FEASTER one that feasts (to eat sumptuously) [n -S] 

 

AEEGGRS RAGGEES RAGGEE, ragi (East Indian cereal grass) [n] 

AEEGGRS REGGAES REGGAE, form of popular Jamaican music [n] 

 

AEEGLMN GLEEMAN minstrel (medieval musician) [n -MEN] 

AEEGLMN MELANGE mixture (something produced by mixing) [n -S] 

 

AEEGLRS GALERES GALERE, group of people having common quality [n] 

AEEGLRS REGALES REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 
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AEEGMMT GEMMATE to produce gemmae [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEGMMT TAGMEME smallest unit of meaningful grammatical relation [n -S] 

 

AEEGMNS MANEGES MANEGE, art of training and riding horses [n] 

AEEGMNS MENAGES MENAGE, household [n] 

 

AEEGMSS MEGASSE megass (bagasse (crushed sugarcane)) [n -S] 

AEEGMSS MESSAGE to send as message (oral, written, or signaled communication) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AEEGMST GAMETES GAMETE, mature reproductive cell [n] 

AEEGMST METAGES METAGE, official measurement of weight or contents [n] 

 

AEEGNRV AVENGER one that avenges (to exact retribution for) [n -S] 

AEEGNRV ENGRAVE to form by incision [v -D, -VING, -S] 

 

AEEGNSV AVENGES AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v] 

AEEGNSV GENEVAS GENEVA, liquor [n] 

 

AEEGRRS GREASER one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n -S] 

AEEGRRS REGEARS REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

 

AEEGRRT GREATER GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

AEEGRRT REGRATE to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEEGRST ERGATES ERGATE, worker ant [n] 

AEEGRST RESTAGE to stage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AEEGSTT GESTATE to carry in uterus during pregnancy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEGSTT TAGETES flowering plant [n -S] 

 

AEEHLRT HALTERE pair of wings of insect [n -S] 

AEEHLRT LEATHER to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEHNRT EARTHEN made of earth [adj] 

AEEHNRT HEARTEN to give courage to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEHPRS HEAPERS HEAPER, one that heaps (to pile up) [n] 

AEEHPRS RESHAPE to shape again [v -D, -PING, -S] 

 

AEEHPSS APHESES APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n] 

AEEHPSS SPAHEES SPAHEE, spahi (Turkish cavalryman) [n] 

 

AEEHRSV HEAVERS HEAVER, one that heaves (to lift forcefully) [n] 

AEEHRSV RESHAVE to shave again [v -D, -N, -VING, -S] 

 

AEEIKLP APELIKE resembling ape (large, tailless primate) [adj] 

AEEIKLP PEALIKE resembling pea (edible seed of annual herb) [adj] 
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AEEILPT EPILATE to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S 

AEEILPT PILEATE having pileus (umbrella-shaped portion of mushroom) [adj] 

 

AEEILRR EARLIER EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

AEEILRR LEARIER LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

 

AEEILRV LEAVIER LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

AEEILRV VEALIER VEALY, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adj] 

 

AEEIMNS MEANIES MEANIE, nasty person [n] / MEANY [n] 

AEEIMNS NEMESIA flowering African plant [n -S] 

 

AEEIMNT ETAMINE loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

AEEIMNT MATINEE daytime performance [n -S] 

 

AEEIMRS SEAMIER SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

AEEIMRS SERIEMA Brazilian bird [n -S] 

 

AEEIMSS MISEASE discomfort [n -S] 

AEEIMSS SIAMESE water pipe with connection for two hoses [n -S] 

 

AEEIRST AERIEST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AEEIRST SERIATE to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEEIRTT ARIETTE arietta (short aria) [n -S] 

AEEIRTT ITERATE to repeat (to say or do again) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEEJSVY JAYVEES JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n] 

AEEJSVY VEEJAYS VEEJAY, announcer on program of music videos [n] 

 

AEEKNRW REWAKEN to waken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEKNRW WAKENER one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n -S] 

 

AEEKPRS RESPEAK to speak again [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

AEEKPRS SPEAKER one that speaks (to utter words) [n -S] 

 

AEELMNP EMPANEL to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

AEELMNP EMPLANE to enplane (to board airplane) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

AEELMNS ENAMELS ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

AEELMNS MELENAS MELENA, condition marked by black tarry stool [n] 

 

AEELMPR EMPALER one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n -S] 

AEELMPR PREMEAL preceding meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

 

AEELMPX EXAMPLE to show by representation [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AEELMPX EXEMPLA EXEMPLUM, example [n] 
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AEELNOS ENOLASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AEELNOS LOANEES LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

 

AEELNRR LEARNER one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n -S] 

AEELNRR RELEARN to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

 

AEELNST LATEENS LATEEN, sailing vessel [n] 

AEELNST LEANEST LEAN, having little fat [adj] 

 

AEELNSV ENSLAVE to make slave of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

AEELNSV LEAVENS LEAVEN, to produce fermentation in [v] 

 

AEELPTT PALETTE board on which artist mixes colors [n -S] 

AEELPTT PELTATE shaped like shield [adj] 

 

AEELQSU QUELEAS QUELEA, African weaverbird [n] 

AEELQSU SEQUELA abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

 

AEELSSW AWELESS lacking awe [adj] 

AEELSSW WEASELS WEASEL, to act evasively [v] 

 

AEELSTZ TEAZELS TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

AEELSTZ TEAZLES TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

 

AEELSWY LEEWAYS LEEWAY, lateral drift of ship [n] 

AEELSWY WEASELY weaselly (resembling weasel (small carnivorous mammal)) [adj] 

 

AEEMMRT AMMETER instrument for measuring amperage [n -S] 

AEEMMRT METAMER type of chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AEEMNRS MEANERS MEANER, one that means (to intend (to have as specific aim or purpose)) [n] 

AEEMNRS RENAMES RENAME, to name again [v] 

 

AEEMRRS REAMERS REAMER, tool used to enlarge holes [n] 

AEEMRRS SMEARER one that smears (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n -S] 

 

AEENNPT PENNATE having wings or feathers [adj] 

AEENNPT PENTANE volatile liquid [n -S] 

 

AEENNRS ENSNARE to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

AEENNRS RENNASE rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

 

AEENPST NEPETAS NEPETA, catnip (aromatic herb) [n] 

AEENPST PENATES Roman gods of household [n PENATES] 

 

AEENRRS EARNERS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n] 

AEENRRS REEARNS REEARN, to earn again [v] 
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AEENRTV NERVATE having veins [adj] 

AEENRTV VETERAN former member of armed forces [n -S] 

 

AEEORTV OVERATE OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

AEEORTV OVEREAT to eat to excess [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEPRRS REAPERS REAPER, one that reaps (to cut for harvest) [n] 

AEEPRRS SPEARER one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n -S] 

 

AEEPRRT PEARTER PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

AEEPRRT TAPERER one that carries candle in religious procession [n -S] 

 

AEERRTT RETREAT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEERRTT TREATER one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n -S] 

 

AEERSSU RESEAUS RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

AEERSSU UREASES UREASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

 

AEFFGIR GIRAFFE long-necked mammal [n -S] 

AEFFGIR RIFFAGE series of musical phrases [n -S] 

 

AEFFIRX AFFIXER one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n -S] 

AEFFIRX REAFFIX to affix again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

AEFFLRS FARFELS FARFEL, noodles in form of small pellets or granules [n] 

AEFFLRS RAFFLES RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

 

AEFFRST RESTAFF to staff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEFFRST STAFFER member of staff [n -S] 

 

AEFFRSZ ZAFFERS ZAFFER, blue ceramic coloring [n] 

AEFFRSZ ZAFFRES ZAFFRE, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

 

AEFGILN FINAGLE to obtain by trickery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AEFGILN LEAFING LEAF, to turn pages rapidly [v] 

 

AEFGRRT GRAFTER one that grafts (to unite with growing plant by insertion) [n -S] 

AEFGRRT REGRAFT to graft again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEFHRST FATHERS FATHER, to cause to exist [v] 

AEFHRST HAFTERS HAFTER, one that hafts (to supply with handle) [n] 

 

AEFILST FETIALS FETIAL, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

AEFILST SEALIFT to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEFISST FIESTAS FIESTA, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

AEFISST FISSATE deeply split [adj] 
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AEFLLRS FALLERS FALLER, one that falls (to descend under force of gravity) [n] 

AEFLLRS REFALLS REFALL, to fall again [v] 

 

AEFLORS LOAFERS LOAFER, one that loafs (to pass time idly) [n] 

AEFLORS SAFROLE poisonous liquid [n -S] 

 

AEFLRTU REFUTAL act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

AEFLRTU TEARFUL full of tears [adj] 

 

AEFLSST FALSEST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

AEFLSST FATLESS having no fat [adj] 

 

AEFMNOR FORAMEN small anatomical opening [n -S, -MINA] 

AEFMNOR FOREMAN man who supervises workers [n -MEN] 

 

AEFMRRS FARMERS FARMER, one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture)) [n] 

AEFMRRS FRAMERS FRAMER, one that frames (to construct by putting together various parts) [n] 

 

AEFNRSU FURANES FURANE, furan (flammable liquid) [n] 

AEFNRSU UNSAFER UNSAFE, not safe (free from danger) [adj] 

 

AEFNSST FASTENS FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v] 

AEFNSST FATNESS state of being fat (having abundance of flesh) [n -ES] 

 

AEFORRV FAVORER one that favors (to regard with approval) [n -S] 

AEFORRV OVERFAR too great in distance, extent, or degree [adj] 

 

AEFOSST FATSOES FATSO, offensive word [n] 

AEFOSST FOSSATE FOSSA, catlike mammal [adj] 

 

AEFRSTW FRETSAW narrow-bladed saw [n -S] 

AEFRSTW WAFTERS WAFTER, one that wafts (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

 

AEGGINR GEARING system of gears [n -S] / GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts) [v] 

AEGGINR NAGGIER NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

 

AEGGINS AGEINGS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n] 

AEGGINS SIGNAGE system of signs in community [n -S] 

 

AEGGIRS RAGGIES RAGGY, ragi (East Indian cereal grass) [n] 

AEGGIRS SAGGIER SAGGY, characterized by sagging [adj] 

 

AEGGLNS GANGLES GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] 

AEGGLNS SNAGGLE tangled or knotted mass [n -S] 

 

AEGGRSW SWAGGER to walk with pompous air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGGRSW WAGGERS WAGGER, one that wags (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [n] 
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AEGHINT GAHNITE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AEGHINT HEATING  act of making something hot [n -S] / HEAT, to make hot [v] 

 

AEGHIRS HEGARIS HEGARI, grain [n] 

AEGHIRS HEGIRAS HEGIRA, exodus (movement away) [n] 

 

AEGHMOS HOMAGES HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v] 

AEGHMOS OHMAGES OHMAGE, electrical resistance expressed in ohms [n] 

 

AEGHNRS HANGERS HANGER, one that hangs (to attach from above only) [n] 

AEGHNRS REHANGS REHANG, to hang again [v] 

 

AEGIKLN LEAKING LEAK, to permit escape of something through breach or flaw [v] 

AEGIKLN LINKAGE act of linking (to connect (to join together)) [n -S] 

 

AEGIKLT GLAIKET glaikit (foolish (lacking good sense or judgment)) [adj] 

AEGIKLT TAGLIKE resembling tag [adj] 

 

AEGILLM MEGILLA megillah (long, involved story) [n -S] 

AEGILLM MILLAGE type of monetary rate [n -S] 

 

AEGILLN GALLEIN green dye [n -S] 

AEGILLN NIGELLA annual herb [n -S] 

 

AEGILNP LEAPING LEAP, to spring off ground [v] 

AEGILNP PEALING PEAL, to ring out [v] 

 

AEGILNU LINGUAE LINGUA, tongue or tonguelike part [n] 

AEGILNU UNAGILE not agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

 

AEGILNV LEAVING leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n -S] / LEAVE, to go away from [v] 

AEGILNV VEALING VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food [v] 

 

AEGILOS GOALIES GOALIE, player who defends against goals [n] 

AEGILOS SOILAGE green crops for feeding animals [n -S] 

 

AEGIMPR EPIGRAM brief, witty remark [n -S] 

AEGIMPR PRIMAGE amount paid as addition to freight charges [n -S] 

 

AEGIMPS MAGPIES MAGPIE, corvine bird [n] 

AEGIMPS MISPAGE to page (to summon by calling out name of) incorrectly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AEGIMRT MIGRATE to move from one region to another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEGIMRT RAGTIME style of American dance music [n -S] 

 

AEGIMST GAMIEST GAMEY, gamy (plucky (brave and spirited)) [adj] / GAMY [adj] 

AEGIMST SIGMATE SIGMA, Greek letter [adj] 
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AEGINNU ANGUINE resembling snake [adj] 

AEGINNU GUANINE chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AEGINOS AGONIES AGONY, extreme pain [n] 

AEGINOS AGONISE to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEGINPS SPAEING act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S] / SPAE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

AEGINPS SPINAGE spinach (cultivated herb) [n -S] 

 

AEGINRV REAVING REAVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

AEGINRV VINEGAR sour liquid used as condiment or preservative [n -S] 

 

AEGIRSV GRAVIES GRAVY, sauce of fat and juices from cooked meat [n] 

AEGIRSV RIVAGES RIVAGE, coast, shore, or bank [n] 

 

AEGISST AGEISTS AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

AEGISST SAGIEST SAGY, flavored with sage [adj] 

 

AEGLLNO ALLONGE addition to document [n -S] 

AEGLLNO GALLEON large sailing vessel [n -S] 

 

AEGLMNS MANGELS MANGEL, variety of beet [n] 

AEGLMNS MANGLES MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

 

AEGLMOR GLOMERA GLOMUS, type of vascular tuft [n] 

AEGLMOR GOMERAL fool [n -S] 

 

AEGLNRW WANGLER one that wangles (to obtain or accomplish by contrivance) [n -S] 

AEGLNRW WRANGLE to argue noisily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

AEGLNST GELANTS GELANT, gellant (substance used to produce gelling) [n] 

AEGLNST TANGLES TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

 

AEGLORS GALORES GALORE, abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n] 

AEGLORS GAOLERS GAOLER, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

 

AEGLORT GLOATER one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n -S] 

AEGLORT LEGATOR one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n -S] 

 

AEGLOST GELATOS GELATO, Italian ice cream [n] 

AEGLOST LEGATOS LEGATO, smooth and flowing musical style [n] 

 

AEGLRSV GRAVELS GRAVEL, to pave with gravel (mixture of rock fragments) [v] 

AEGLRSV VERGLAS thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

 

AEGLSSS GASLESS having no gas [adj] 

AEGLSSS GLASSES GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 
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AEGMMRS GAMMERS GAMMER, old woman [n] 

AEGMMRS GRAMMES GRAMME, gram (unit of mass and weight) [n] 

 

AEGMNNO AGNOMEN additional name given to ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

AEGMNNO NONGAME not hunted for food, sport, or fur [adj] 

 

AEGMNOR MARENGO served with sauce of mushrooms, tomatoes, oil, and wine [adj] 

AEGMNOR MEGARON great central hall of ancient Greek house [n -RA] 

 

AEGMNRT GARMENT to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGMNRT MARGENT to margin (to provide with margin (border)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEGMNTU AUGMENT to increase (to make or become greater) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGMNTU MUTAGEN substance that causes biological mutation [n -S] 

 

AEGNNOT NEGATON negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n -S] 

AEGNNOT TONNAGE total weight in tons [n -S] 

 

AEGNNPS PANGENS PANGEN, hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm [n] 

AEGNNPS PENANGS PENANG, cotton fabric [n] 

 

AEGNORS ONAGERS ONAGER, wild ass of central Asia [n] 

AEGNORS ORANGES ORANGE, citrus fruit [n] 

 

AEGNOST ONSTAGE being on part of stage visible to audience [adj] 

AEGNOST TANGOES TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

 

AEGNRRS GARNERS GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

AEGNRRS RANGERS RANGER, officer supervising care of forest [n] 

 

AEGNRRT GRANTER one that grants (to bestow upon) [n -S] 

AEGNRRT REGRANT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEGOSTW STOWAGE goods in storage [n -S] 

AEGOSTW TOWAGES TOWAGE, price paid for towing [n] 

 

AEGPRRS GRASPER one that grasps (to seize firmly with hand) [n -S] 

AEGPRRS SPARGER one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n -S] 

 

AEGPRSS GASPERS GASPER, cigarette [n] 

AEGPRSS SPARGES SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

 

AEGRRSU ARGUERS ARGUER, one that argues (to present reasons for or against) [n] 

AEGRRSU SUGARER one that makes sugar [n -S] 

 

AEGRSSS GASSERS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n] 

AEGRSSS GRASSES GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v] 
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AEGRSST GASTERS GASTER, enlarged part of abdomen in some insects [n] 

AEGRSST STAGERS STAGER, experienced person [n] 

 

AEGRSSU ARGUSES ARGUS, East Indian pheasant [n] 

AEGRSSU SAUGERS SAUGER, freshwater fish [n] 

 

AEGRSTY GRAYEST GRAY, of color between white and black [adj] 

AEGRSTY GYRATES GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v] 

 

AEHIKSW HAWKIES HAWKIE, white-faced cow [n] 

AEHIKSW WEAKISH somewhat weak [adj] 

 

AEHILNR HERNIAL HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [adj] 

AEHILNR INHALER one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n -S] 

 

AEHILST HALITES HALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AEHILST HELIAST Athenian judge [n -S] 

 

AEHIMSS MASHIES MASHIE, golf club [n] / MASHY [n] 

AEHIMSS MESSIAH expected liberator [n -S] 

 

AEHINRS HERNIAS HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

AEHINRS NEARISH NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

 

AEHINSS HESSIAN coarse cloth [n -S] 

AEHINSS SHENAIS SHENAI, shehnai (double-reed wind instrument of India) [n] 

 

AEHINST SHEITAN shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

AEHINST STHENIA excessive energy [n -S]  

 

AEHINSV EVANISH to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AEHINSV VAHINES VAHINE, wahine (Hawaiian woman) [n] 

 

AEHIPRS HARPIES HARPY, shrewish person [n] 

AEHIPRS SHARPIE very alert person [n -S] 

 

AEHIRSW WASHIER WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

AEHIRSW WEARISH tasteless [adj] 

 

AEHISTT ATHEIST believer in atheism [n -S] 

AEHISTT STAITHE wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

 

AEHKNRS HANKERS HANKER, to long for [v] 

AEHKNRS HARKENS HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

 

AEHKRSS KASHERS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

AEHKRSS SHAKERS SHAKER, one that shakes (to move to and fro with short, rapid movements) [n] 
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AEHLNOT ANETHOL anethole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

AEHLNOT ETHANOL alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

 

AEHLORT LOATHER one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n -S] 

AEHLORT RATHOLE hole made by rat [n -S] 

 

AEHLPRS PLASHER one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

AEHLPRS SPHERAL of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere [adj] 

 

AEHLPSS HAPLESS luckless (unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune))) [adj] 

AEHLPSS PLASHES PLASH, to weave together [v] 

 

AEHLRTY EARTHLY worldly (pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

AEHLRTY LATHERY covered with lather [adj] 

 

AEHMMRS HAMMERS HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

AEHMMRS SHAMMER one that shams (to feign (to pretend)) [n -S] 

 

AEHMNST ANTHEMS ANTHEM, to praise in song [v] 

AEHMNST HETMANS HETMAN, cossack leader [n] 

 

AEHNOPT PHAETON light carriage [n -S] 

AEHNOPT PHONATE to produce speech sounds [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEHNORS HOARSEN to make hoarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHNORS SENHORA married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

 

AEHNRST ANTHERS ANTHER, pollen-bearing part of stamen [n] 

AEHNRST THENARS THENAR, palm of hand [n] 

 

AEHNSST HASTENS HASTEN, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

AEHNSST SNATHES SNATHE, snath (handle of scythe) [n] 

 

AEHNSTY ASTHENY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

AEHNSTY SHANTEY chantey (sailor's song) [n -S] 

 

AEHPPSU SHAPEUP system of hiring work crew [n -S] 

AEHPPSU UPHEAPS UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

 

AEHPRRS HARPERS HARPER, harpist (one that plays harp) [n] 

AEHPRRS SHARPER SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] / swindler (one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

 

AEHPRST TEPHRAS TEPHRA, solid material ejected from volcano [n] 

AEHPRST THREAPS THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

 

AEHRRSS RASHERS RASHER, thin slice of meat [n] 

AEHRRSS SHARERS SHARER, one that shares (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [n] 
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AEHRSST RASHEST RASH, acting without due caution or forethought [adj] 

AEHRSST TRASHES TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

 

AEHRSTV HARVEST to gather crop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHRSTV THRAVES THRAVE, unit of measure for grain [n] 

 

AEIILSS LIAISES LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

AEIILSS SILESIA cotton fabric [n -S] 

 

AEIKLOT KEITLOA rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n -S] 

AEIKLOT OATLIKE resembling oats (cereal grass) [adj] 

 

AEIKLRT RATLIKE resembling rat [adj] 

AEIKLRT TALKIER TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

 

AEIKLSS ALSIKES ALSIKE, European clover [n] 

AEIKLSS ASSLIKE resembling ass (hoofed mammal) [adj] 

 

AEIKLST LAKIEST LAKY, of color of blood [adj] 

AEIKLST TALKIES TALKIE, moving picture with synchronized sound [n] 

 

AEIKLSW SAWLIKE resembling saw [adj] 

AEIKLSW WALKIES used to command dog to prepare for walk [interj] 

 

AEIKMNR MANKIER MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

AEIKMNR RAMEKIN cheese dish [n -S] 

 

AEIKRRS KERRIAS KERRIA, Chinese shrub [n] 

AEIKRRS SARKIER SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

 

AEILLPR PALLIER PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

AEILLPR PERILLA Asian herb [n -S] 

 

AEILLRS RALLIES RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

AEILLRS SALLIER one that sallies (to rush out suddenly) [n -S] 

 

AEILLRT LITERAL small error in printing or writing [n -S] 

AEILLRT TALLIER one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 

 

AEILLST TAILLES TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

AEILLST TALLIES TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

 

AEILMNN LINEMAN one who installs or repairs telephone wires [n -MEN] 

AEILMNN MELANIN dark pigment [n -S] 

 

AEILMNP IMPANEL to enter on list for jury duty [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

AEILMNP MANIPLE silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n -S] 
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AEILMNT AILMENT physical or mental disorder [n -S] 

AEILMNT ALIMENT to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEILMRT MALTIER MALTY, resembling malt [adj] 

AEILMRT MARLITE type of marl [n -S] 

 

AEILNOR AILERON movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AEILNOR ALIENOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

 

AEILNOT ELATION feeling of great joy [n -S] 

AEILNOT TOENAIL to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEILNPR PLAINER PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

AEILNPR PRALINE confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n -S] 

 

AEILNSS SALINES SALINE, salt solution [n] 

AEILNSS SILANES SILANE, chemical compound [n] 

 

AEILNSU INSULAE INSULA, region of brain [n] 

AEILNSU INULASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

AEILNSV ALEVINS ALEVIN, young fish [n] 

AEILNSV VALINES VALINE, amino acid [n] 

 

AEILPRT PLAITER one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

AEILPRT PLATIER PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

 

AEILQTU LIQUATE to purify metal by heating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEILQTU TEQUILA Mexican liquor [n -S] 

 

AEILRRT RETRIAL second trial [n -S] 

AEILRRT TRAILER to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEIMMNS AMMINES AMMINE, type of chemical compound [n] 

AEIMMNS MISNAME to call by wrong name [v -D, -MING, -S] 

 

AEIMNOR MORAINE accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n -S] 

AEIMNOR ROMAINE variety of lettuce [n -S] 

 

AEIMNRT MINARET slender tower attached to mosque [n -S] 

AEIMNRT RAIMENT clothing (wearing apparel) [n -S] 

 

AEIMNSS INSEAMS INSEAM, inner seam [n] 

AEIMNSS SAMISEN Japanese stringed instrument [n -S] 

 

AEIMNTY AMENITY quality of being pleasant or agreeable [n -TIES] 

AEIMNTY ANYTIME at any time [adv] 
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AEIMOPR EMPORIA EMPORIUM, trading or market center [n] 

AEIMOPR MEROPIA partial blindness [n -S] 

 

AEIMPRV VAMPIER VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

AEIMPRV VAMPIRE reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [n -S] 

 

AEIMPST IMPASTE to make into paste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEIMPST PASTIME recreational activity [n -S] 

 

AEIMRSU MAUSIER MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

AEIMRSU UREMIAS UREMIA, abnormal condition of blood [n] 

 

AEIMSSV MASSIVE of considerable size [adj] 

AEIMSSV MAVISES MAVIS, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

 

AEIMSTT ETATISM state socialism [n -S] 

AEIMSTT MATIEST MATEY, companionable [adj] 

 

AEIMSTZ MAZIEST MAZY, full of confusing turns and passages [adj] 

AEIMSTZ MESTIZA female mestizo [n -S] 

 

AEINNRS INSANER INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

AEINNRS INSNARE to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

AEINNRT ENTRAIN to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINNRT TRANNIE tranny (transmission) [n -S] 

 

AEINNST INANEST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

AEINNST STANINE one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S] 

 

AEINOPS EPINAOS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

AEINOPS SENOPIA improvement of near vision [n -S] 

 

AEINPPS NAPPIES NAPPIE, diaper [n] 

AEINPPS PINESAP fragrant herb [n -S] 

 

AEINPRS PANIERS PANIER, pannier (large basket) [n] 

AEINPRS RAPINES RAPINE, taking of property by force [n] 

 

AEINPSS PANSIES PANSY, flowering plant [n] 

AEINPSS SAPIENS pertaining to recent man [adj] 

 

AEINQTU ANTIQUE to give appearance of age to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

AEINQTU QUINATE arranged in groups of five [adj] 

 

AEINRSS ARSINES ARSINE, poisonous gas [n] 

AEINRSS SARNIES SARNIE, sandwich [n] 
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AEINRTW TAWNIER TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

AEINRTW TINWARE articles made of tinplate [n -S] 

 

AEINSSV SAVINES SAVINE, savin (evergreen shrub) [n] 

AEINSSV VINASSE residue left after distillation of liquor [n -S] 

 

AEINSTT INSTATE to place in office [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEINSTT SATINET thin satin [n -S] 

 

AEINSTU AUNTIES AUNTIE, aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n] / AUNTY [n] 

AEINSTU SINUATE to curve in and out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEINSTW TAWNIES TAWNY, light brown color [n] 

AEINSTW WANIEST WANEY, wany (waning in some parts) [adj] / WANY [adj] 

 

AEINSTX ANTISEX opposed to sexual activity [adj] 

AEINSTX SEXTAIN stanza of six lines [n -S] 

 

AEINSTZ ZANIEST ZANY, ludicrously comical [adj] 

AEINSTZ ZEATINS ZEATIN, chemical compound found in maize [n] 

 

AEIOPST ATOPIES ATOPY, type of allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [n] 

AEIOPST OPIATES OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

 

AEIPPRS APPRISE to notify (to inform (to supply with information)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEIPPRS SAPPIER SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

 

AEIPPRZ APPRIZE to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AEIPPRZ ZAPPIER ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

 

AEIPRSV PARVISE parvis (enclosed area in front of church) [n -S] 

AEIPRSV PAVISER soldier carrying pavis [n -S] 

 

AEIPSSS ASEPSIS condition of being aseptic [n -SES] 

AEIPSSS ASPISES ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n] 

 

AEIRRSV ARRIVES ARRIVE, to reach destination [v] 

AEIRRSV VARIERS VARIER, one that varies (to become or make different) [n] 

 

AEIRRTT RATTIER RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

AEIRRTT TARTIER TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

 

AEIRSST ARTSIES ARTSIE, student in arts program [n] 

AEIRSST SATIRES SATIRE, use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness [n] 

 

AEISSST SIESTAS SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n] 

AEISSST TASSIES TASSIE, tass (drinking cup) [n] 
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AEISTTT ETATIST ETATISM, state socialism [adj] 

AEISTTT TATTIES TATTIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

 

AEISTWX TAXWISE pertaining to taxes [adj] 

AEISTWX WAXIEST WAXY, resembling wax [adj] 

 

AEKKNRS KRAKENS KRAKEN, legendary sea monster [n] 

AEKKNRS SKANKER one that skanks (to dance in loose-limbed manner) [n -S] 

 

AEKLNST ANKLETS ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

AEKLNST LANKEST LANK, long and slender [adj] 

 

AEKLRST STALKER one that stalks (to pursue stealthily) [n -S] 

AEKLRST TALKERS TALKER, one that talks (to communicate by speaking) [n] 

 

AEKMRRS MARKERS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n] 

AEKMRRS REMARKS REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

 

AEKNRST RANKEST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

AEKNRST TANKERS TANKER, ship designed to transport liquids [n] 

 

AEKNRSW SWANKER SWANK, imposingly elegant [adj] 

AEKNRSW WANKERS WANKER, offensive word [n] 

 

AEKOTTU OUTTAKE passage outwards [n -S] 

AEKOTTU TAKEOUT act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

 

AEKPSTU TAKEUPS TAKEUP, act of taking something up [n] 

AEKPSTU UPTAKES UPTAKE, upward ventilating shaft [n] 

 

AEKRRST KRATERS KRATER, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

AEKRRST STARKER STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

 

AELLORV ALLOVER fabric having pattern extending over entire surface [n -S] 

AELLORV OVERALL loose outer garment [n -S] 

 

AELLRSU ALLURES ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

AELLRSU LAURELS LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

 

AELLRTY ALERTLY ALERT, ready for sudden action [adv] 

AELLRTY RETALLY to tally again [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 

 

AELLSST SALLETS SALLET, light medieval helmet [n] 

AELLSST STELLAS STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

 

AELMOPR PLEROMA fullness of divine powers [n -S] 

AELMOPR RAMPOLE rampike (standing dead tree) [n -S] 
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AELMOSY AMYLOSE relatively soluble component of starch [n -S] 

AELMOSY SOYMEAL residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n -S] 

 

AELMPRT TEMPLAR lawyer or student of law in London [n -S] 

AELMPRT TRAMPLE to tread on heavily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

AELMPSS MAPLESS lacking map [adj] 

AELMPSS SAMPLES SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

 

AELMRSU MAULERS MAULER, one that mauls (to injure by beating) [n] 

AELMRSU SERUMAL SERUM, watery portion of whole blood [adj] 

 

AELMSST MATLESS having no mats (small floor coverings) [adj] 

AELMSST SAMLETS SAMLET, young salmon [n] 

 

AELMSTU AMULETS AMULET, object worn to protect against evil or injury [n] 

AELMSTU MULETAS MULETA, red cloth used by matador [n] 

 

AELNNRS ENSNARL to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AELNNRS LANNERS LANNER, falcon of Europe and Asia [n] 

 

AELNOPS ESPANOL native of Spain [n -ES] 

AELNOPS NOPALES NOPAL, cactus of Mexico and Central America [n] 

 

AELNORS LOANERS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 

AELNORS RELOANS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

 

AELNOST ETALONS ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

AELNOST TOLANES TOLANE, tolan (chemical compound) [n] 

 

AELNPRS PLANERS PLANER, one that planes (to make smooth or even) [n] 

AELNPRS REPLANS REPLAN, to plan again [v] 

 

AELNPRT PLANTER one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n -S] 

AELNPRT REPLANT to plant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AELNPST PLANETS PLANET, celestial body [n] 

AELNPST PLATENS PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

 

AELNPTY APLENTY being in sufficient quantity [adj] 

AELNPTY PENALTY punishment imposed for violation of law, rule, or agreement [n -TIES] 

 

AELNRUV UNRAVEL to separate threads of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

AELNRUV VENULAR VENULE, small vein [adj] 

 

AELNSSU SENSUAL pertaining to physical senses [adj] 

AELNSSU UNSEALS UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 
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AELNSTU ELUANTS ELUANT, solvent (substance capable of dissolving others) [n] 

AELNSTU LUNATES LUNATE, crescent-shaped implement [n] 

 

AELOORS AEROSOL gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n -S] 

AELOORS ROSEOLA rose-colored skin rash [n -S] 

 

AELOPRR PERORAL occurring through mouth [adj] 

AELOPRR PREORAL situated in front of mouth [adj] 

 

AELOPRS PAROLES PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

AELOPRS REPOSAL act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

 

AELOPST APOSTLE disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S] 

AELOPST PELOTAS PELOTA, court game of Spanish origin [n] 

 

AELORRT REALTOR trademark [n -S] 

AELORRT RELATOR relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S] 

 

AELORVY LAYOVER stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n -S] 

AELORVY OVERLAY OVERLIE, to lie over [v] / to lay over [v -LAID, -ING, -S] 

 

AELPPST APPLETS APPLET, computer program for simple task [n] 

AELPPST LAPPETS LAPPET, decorative flap on garment [n] 

 

AELPRSU PERUSAL act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S] 

AELPRSU PLEURAS PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [n] 

 

AELPSSS PASSELS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n] 

AELPSSS SAPLESS lacking vitality (exuberant physical strength or mental vigor) [adj] 

 

AELRSSY RAYLESS having no rays [adj] 

AELRSSY SLAYERS SLAYER, one that slays (to kill violently) [n] 

 

AELRSTU ESTRUAL estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

AELRSTU SALUTER one that salutes (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [n -S] 

 

AELRTTT TARTLET small pie [n -S] 

AELRTTT TATTLER one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S] 

 

AELSSTU SALUTES SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

AELSSTU TALUSES TALUS, bone of foot [n] 

 

AELSTTY STATELY dignified [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

AELSTTY STYLATE bearing stylet (small, stiff organ or appendage of certain animals) [adj] 

 

AEMMSTU MAUMETS MAUMET, idol (object of worship) [n] 

AEMMSTU SUMMATE to sum (to add into one total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AEMNNOT MONTANE lower vegetation belt of mountain [n -S] 

AEMNNOT NONMEAT not containing meat [adj] 

 

AEMNORU ENAMOUR to enamor (to inspire with love) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEMNORU NEUROMA type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

 

AEMNRSU MANURES MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

AEMNRSU SURNAME to give family name to [v -D, -MING, -S] 

 

AEMORRS REMORAS REMORA, type of marine fish [n] 

AEMORRS ROAMERS ROAMER, one that roams (to move about without purpose or plan) [n] 

 

AEMORST MAESTRO master of art [n -RI, -S] 

AEMORST OMERTAS OMERTA, code of silence about criminal activity [n] 

 

AEMPRSV REVAMPS REVAMP, to make over [v] 

AEMPRSV VAMPERS VAMPER, one that vamps (to repair or patch) [n] 

 

AEMQRSU MARQUES MARQUE, reprisal (act of retaliation) [n] 

AEMQRSU MASQUER masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

 

AEMRRST ARMREST support for arm [n -S] 

AEMRRST SMARTER SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

 

AEMRRTU ERRATUM printing error [n -TA] 

AEMRRTU MATURER MATURE, fully developed [adj] / one that brings something to maturity [n -S] 

 

AEMRSST MASTERS MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

AEMRSST STREAMS STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

 

AEMRSTT MATTERS MATTER, to be of importance [v] 

AEMRSTT SMATTER to speak with little knowledge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEMRSTU MATURES MATURE, to make or become mature [v] 

AEMRSTU STRUMAE STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

 

AEMRSTY MASTERY superior knowledge or skill [n -RIES] 

AEMRSTY STREAMY streaming [adj -MIER, MIEST] 

 

AENNPRS PANNERS PANNER, one that pans (to criticize harshly) [n] 

AENNPRS SPANNER one that spans (to extend over or across) [n -S] 

 

AENNSTT TANNEST TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj] 

AENNSTT TENANTS TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v] 

 

AENOOTZ ENTOZOA ENTOZOON, entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n] 

AENOOTZ OZONATE to treat or combine with ozone [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AENORSS REASONS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

AENORSS SENORAS SENORA, married Spanish woman [n] 

 

AENPPRS NAPPERS NAPPER, one that naps (to sleep briefly) [n] 

AENPPRS SNAPPER one that snaps (to make sharp cracking sound) [n -S] 

 

AENPRRW PRAWNER one that prawns (to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)) [n -S] 

AENPRRW PREWARN to warn in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AENPRTT PATTERN to make according to prescribed design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AENPRTT REPTANT creeping or crawling [adj] 

 

AENPSST APTNESS quality of being apt (suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

AENPSST PATNESS suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

 

AENPSTT PATENTS PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

AENPSTT PATTENS PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [n] 

 

AENRRST ERRANTS ERRANT, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n] 

AENRRST RANTERS RANTER, one that rants (to speak in loud or vehement manner) [n] 

 

AENRRSW WARNERS WARNER, one that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n] 

AENRRSW WARRENS WARREN, place where rabbits live and breed [n] 

 

AENRSSW ANSWERS ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v] 

AENRSSW RAWNESS state of being raw (uncooked (not cooked (cook))) [n -ES] 

 

AENRSTT NATTERS NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

AENRSTT RATTENS RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

 

AENRSTU NATURES NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [n] 

AENRSTU SAUNTER to walk in leisurely manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEOPRRT PRAETOR ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

AEOPRRT PRORATE to divide proportionately [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEOPSST PETASOS petasus (broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece) [n -ES] 

AEOPSST SAPOTES SAPOTE, tropical American tree [n] 

 

AEOQRTU EQUATOR great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

AEOQRTU QUORATE attaining quora* [adj]   

 

AEORRSV SAVORER one that savors (to taste or smell with pleasure) [n -S] 

AEORRSV SEROVAR group of microorganisms having characteristic set of antigens [n -S] 

 

AEORSSS SAROSES SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n] 

AEORSSS SEROSAS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 
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AEORSST OSETRAS OSETRA, golden or brownish caviar [n] 

AEORSST OSSETRA osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n -S] 

 

AEORSTT ROTATES ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

AEORSTT TOASTER device for toasting [n -S] 

 

AEPPRRW PREWRAP to wrap beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

AEPPRRW WRAPPER one that wraps (to enclose in something wound or folded about) [n -S] 

 

AEPPRSS APPRESS to press close to something else [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AEPPRSS SAPPERS SAPPER, military engineer [n] 

 

AEPPRSY PREPAYS PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

AEPPRSY YAPPERS YAPPER, one that yaps (to bark shrilly) [n] 

 

AEPPSTU PASTEUP finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 

AEPPSTU PUPATES PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

 

AEPRRST PARTERS PARTER, one that parts (to divide or break into separate pieces) [n] 

AEPRRST PRATERS PRATER, one that prates (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

 

AEPRRSU PARURES PARURE, set of matched jewelry [n] 

AEPRRSU UPREARS UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

 

AEPRRSW REWRAPS REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

AEPRRSW WARPERS WARPER, one that warps (to turn or twist out of shape) [n] 

 

AEPRSWY SPYWARE computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S] 

AEPRSWY YAWPERS YAWPER, one that yawps (to utter loud, harsh cry) [n] 

 

AEQRSTU QUARTES QUARTE, fencing thrust [n] 

AEQRSTU QUATRES QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

 

AERRSSU ASSURER one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n -S] 

AERRSSU RASURES RASURE, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

 

AERSSST ASSERTS ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

AERSSST TRASSES TRASS, volcanic rock [n] 

 

AERSSTY ESTRAYS ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

AERSSTY STAYERS STAYER, one that stays (to continue in place or condition) [n] 

 

AERSSWY SAWYERS SAWYER, one that saws wood for living [n] 

AERSSWY SWAYERS SWAYER, one that sways (to move slowly back and forth) [n] 

 

AESTTTU STATUTE law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S] 

AESTTTU TAUTEST TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj] 
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AFFINRU FUNFAIR amusement park [n -S] 

AFFINRU RUFFIAN tough, lawless person [n -S] 

 

AFGILNO FOALING act of giving birth to horse [n -S] / FOAL, to give birth to horse [v] 

AFGILNO LOAFING place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n -S] / LOAF, to pass time idly [v] 

 

AFGILNR FANGIRL female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n -S] 

AFGILNR FLARING FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v] 

 

AFGIMNR FARMING business of operating farm [n -S] / FARM, to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture) [v] 

AFGIMNR FRAMING framework [n -S] / FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [v] 

 

AFHLSTU HATFULS HATFUL, as much as hat can hold [n] 

AFHLSTU HATSFUL HATFUL, as much as hat can hold [n] 

 

AFIILNS FINALIS type of tone in medieval music [n -S] 

AFIILNS FINIALS FINIAL, crowning ornament [n] 

 

AFINSTU FAUNIST specialist on faunas [n -S] 

AFINSTU FUSTIAN cotton fabric [n -S] 

 

AFJLRSU JARFULS JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

AFJLRSU JARSFUL JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

 

AFLLOTU FALLOUT radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n -S] 

AFLLOTU OUTFALL outlet of body of water [n -S] 

 

AGGGINN GANGING GANG, to form into gang (group) [v] 

AGGGINN NAGGING act of finding fault incessantly [n -S] / NAG, to find fault incessantly [v] 

 

AGGILLN GALLING GALL, to vex or irritate [v] 

AGGILLN GINGALL jingal (heavy musket) [n -S] 

 

AGGILNO GAOLING GAOL, to jail (to put in jail (place of confinement)) [v] 

AGGILNO GOALING GOAL, to score goal (point-scoring play in some games) [v] 

 

AGGILNR ARGLING ARGLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

AGGILNR GLARING GLARE, to shine with harshly brilliant light [v] 

 

AGGINPS GASPING GASP, to breathe convulsively [v] 

AGGINPS PAGINGS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

 

AGHIILN HAILING HAIL, to welcome (to greet cordially) [v] 

AGHIILN NILGHAI nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

 

AGHILNT HALTING HALT, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

AGHILNT LATHING work made of or using laths [n -S] / LATH, to cover with laths (thin strips of wood) [v] / LATHE, to cut or shape on type of machine [v] 
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AGHILNU HAULING action of transporting logs [n -S] / HAUL, to pull with force [v] 

AGHILNU NILGHAU nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

 

AGHIMNS MASHING MASH, to reduce to pulpy mass [v] 

AGHIMNS SHAMING SHAME, to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation [v] 

 

AGHINRS GARNISH to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AGHINRS SHARING SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [v] 

 

AGHINSW SHAWING SHAW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v] 

AGHINSW WASHING articles washed or to be washed [n -S] / WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid [v] 

 

AGIILNN ALINING ALINE, to align (to arrange in straight line) [v] 

AGIILNN NAILING NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

 

AGIILNR LAIRING LAIR, to live in lair (wild animal's resting or dwelling place) [v] 

AGIILNR RAILING fence-like barrier [n -S] / RAIL, to scold in abusive or insolent language [v] 

 

AGIILNS NILGAIS NILGAI, large antelope [n] 

AGIILNS SAILING act of one that sails [n -S] / SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [v] 

 

AGIILNT INTAGLI INTAGLIO, incised or sunken design [n] 

AGIILNT TAILING part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S] / TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part) [v] 

 

AGIILNV VAILING VAIL, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

AGIILNV VIALING VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

 

AGIINNR INGRAIN to impress firmly on mind [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AGIINNR RAINING RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 

 

AGIKLNS LAKINGS LAKING, reddening of blood plasma by release of hemoglobin from red corpuscles [n] 

AGIKLNS SLAKING SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [v] 

 

AGIKMNS MAKINGS MAKING, material from which something can be developed [n] 

AGIKMNS MASKING piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n -S] / MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [v] 

 

AGIKNNR NARKING NARK, to spy or inform [v] 

AGIKNNR RANKING listing of ranked individuals [n -S] / RANK, to determine relative position of [v] 

 

AGIKNOY KAYOING KAYO, to knock out [v] 

AGIKNOY OKAYING OKAY, to approve (to regard favorably) [v] 

 

AGIKNSS ASKINGS ASKING, act of one who asks [n] 

AGIKNSS GASKINS GASKIN, part of horse's leg [n] 

 

AGILLNU LINGUAL sound articulated with tongue [n -S] 

AGILLNU LINGULA organ or process shaped like tongue [n -E] 
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AGILLSU LIGULAS LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [n] 

AGILLSU LUGSAIL type of sail [n -S] 

 

AGILMNP LAMPING LAMP, to look at [v] 

AGILMNP PALMING PALM, to touch with palm (inner surface) of hand [v] 

 

AGILMNS LINGAMS LINGAM, Hindu phallic symbol [n] 

AGILMNS MALIGNS MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

 

AGILNNS LIGNANS LIGNAN, type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n] 

AGILNNS LINSANG carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

 

AGILNPP LAPPING LAP, to fold over or around something [v] 

AGILNPP PALPING PALP, to touch (to be in or come into contact with) [v] 

 

AGILNPR GRAPLIN grapnel (type of anchor) [n -S] 

AGILNPR PARLING PARLE, to parley (to discuss terms with enemy) [v] 

 

AGILNSV SALVING SALVE, to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v] 

AGILNSV SLAVING SLAVE, to work like slave (one who is owned by another) [v] 

 

AGILORS GIRASOL variety of opal [n -S] 

AGILORS GLORIAS GLORIA, halo [n] 

 

AGILOST GALIOTS GALIOT, galliot (small galley) [n] 

AGILOST LATIGOS LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

 

AGIMNPR GRIPMAN cable car operator [n -MEN] 

AGIMNPR RAMPING RAMP, to rise or stand on hind legs [v] 

 

AGIMNRS ARMINGS ARMING, act of one that arms [n] 

AGIMNRS MARGINS MARGIN, to provide with margin (border) [v] 

 

AGIMNRT MARTING MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v] 

AGIMNRT MIGRANT one that migrates (to move from one region to another) [n -S] 

 

AGIMNST MASTING MAST, to provide with mast (long pole on ship that supports sails and rigging) [v] 

AGIMNST MATINGS MATING, period during which seasonal-breeding animal can mate [n] 

 

AGINNST ANTINGS ANTING, deliberate placing, by certain birds, of living ants among feathers [n] 

AGINNST STANING STANE, to stone (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [v] 

 

AGINNSW AWNINGS AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [n] 

AGINNSW SNAWING SNAW, to snow (to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals)) [v] 

 

AGINOST AGONIST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S] 

AGINOST GITANOS GITANO, Spanish gypsy [n] 
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AGINOTU AUTOING AUTO, to ride in automobile [v] 

AGINOTU OUTGAIN to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AGINPRT PARTING division or separation [n -S] / PART, to divide or break into separate pieces [v] 

AGINPRT PRATING PRATE, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

 

AGINPST PASTING beating (defeat) [n -S] / PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture [v] 

AGINPST TAPINGS TAPING, act or instance of recording something on magnetic tape [n] 

 

AGINRTT RATTING RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

AGINRTT TARTING TART, to dress up [v] 

 

AGINSSS ASSIGNS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

AGINSSS SASSING SASS, to talk impudently to [v] 

 

AGINSTT STATING STATE, to set forth in words [v] 

AGINSTT TASTING gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S] / TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [v] 

 

AGINSTW TAWSING TAWSE, to flog (to beat with whip or rod) [v] 

AGINSTW WASTING WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [v] 

 

AGINSTY STAYING STAY, to continue in place or condition [v] 

AGINSTY STYGIAN gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

 

AGLLNTU GALLNUT abnormal swelling of plant tissue [n -S] 

AGLLNTU NUTGALL gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n -S] 

 

AGMNSTY GYMNAST one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

AGMNSTY SYNTAGM syntagma (syntactic element) [n -S] 

 

AGNOSTU NOUGATS NOUGAT, chewy candy [n] 

AGNOSTU OUTSANG OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

 

AHIIKRS RIKISHA rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

AHIIKRS SHIKARI shikaree (big game hunter) [n -S] 

 

AHIKRSS SHIKARS SHIKAR, to hunt (to pursue for food or sport) [v] 

AHIKRSS SHIKRAS SHIKRA, small sparrow hawk [n] 

 

AHILNSY HYALINS HYALIN, hyaline (transparent substance) [n] 

AHILNSY LINHAYS LINHAY, linny (row of rooms across back of house) [n] 

 

AHILPPS PALSHIP relation existing between close friends [n -S] 

AHILPPS SHIPLAP to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

 

AHILSST SALTISH somewhat salty [adj] 

AHILSST TAHSILS TAHSIL, district in India [n] 
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AHILSTU HALITUS exhalation [n -ES] 

AHILSTU THULIAS THULIA, oxide of thulium [n] 

 

AHIMRST THAIRMS THAIRM, tharm (belly) [n] 

AHIMRST THIRAMS THIRAM, chemical compound [n] 

 

AHINRSS ARSHINS ARSHIN, archine (Russian unit of linear measure) [n] 

AHINRSS SHAIRNS SHAIRN, sharn (cow dung) [n] 

 

AHIRSTW TRISHAW pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n -S] 

AHIRSTW WRAITHS WRAITH, ghost [n] 

 

AHLLOOS HALLOOS HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

AHLLOOS HOLLOAS HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

 

AHLLOSW HALLOWS HALLOW, to make holy [v] 

AHLLOSW SHALLOW having little depth [adj -ER, -EST] / to make shallow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AHLLOTY LOATHLY repulsive [adj] 

AHLLOTY TALLYHO to make encouraging shout to hunting hounds [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

 

AHLNOPT HAPLONT organism having particular chromosomal structure [n -S] 

AHLNOPT NAPHTOL naphthol (chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

AHLOTUU HAULOUT action of hauling boat out of water [n -S] 

AHLOTUU OUTHAUL rope for extending sail along spar [n -S] 

 

AHMOOPS OOMPAHS OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

AHMOOPS SHAMPOO to cleanse with special preparation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AHOSTUW OUTWASH detritus washed from glacier [n -ES] 

AHOSTUW WASHOUT erosion of earth by action of water [n -S] 


